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Phonologice.l Rules in Lithuanian and Latvian* 

Zinny S. Bond 

Introduction 

Li~huanian and Latvian are quite closely related languages, Latvian 
traditionally being considered the more innovating of the tlfO. The t~o 
languages present a.n idea.l case for a comparison of their gr8l!II!lars in 
terms of shared phonological rules. 

In the ideal case, tvo independently developed grammars of the 
languages would be compared, Howeveri though there is 8Il extensive 
treatment or Latvian phonology in a generative fr8lnevork (Halle and 
Zeps, 1966), recent work on Lithuanian has been pr:im.ari].y concerned with 
a.n analysis of accent, Only Heeschen (1967) has considered other phono- 
logical phenomena, and his treatment of Lithuanian phonology is also  
primarily concerned vith accent assignment.  

I will simply assume that the analysis of Latvian phonology is 
basicalJ.y sound and see which o! the Latvian rules are applicable in 
Lithua.nia.n. 1f the rules dev.eloped for LatYian can also be shown to 
operate in Lithuanian, then the rules in question can be established as 
shared by the tvo languages. The interesting questions in this comparison 
concern not so much the !act of shared rules, but the place of innova-
tions in the tvo gremma.rst as well as changes in the ~arm and applica-
bility of rules. 

This paper will be limited to rules primarily involved in the 
derivation or verbs, though obviously some of the rules are quite general. 
First, the rules developed by Halle and Zeps for Latvian vill be surveyed 
briefly. Then, each rule will be considered in hov (or if) it is 
applicable to Lithue.nia.n. Some Lithuanian rules -.rill also be discussed. 
Finally, differences between the tvo sets of rules will be analyzed. 

The Latvian Rules 

The funds.mental phonological processes have been described by 
Halle and Zeps (Ha.Ile and Zepa, 1966; Zeps, 1970). I vill describe the 
rules they have developed and add, for clarity~ a rev examples of their 
application. The notation is informal; examples are given in traditional 
orthography, 

*This paper vas vritten in the swnm.er of 1970 vhile the author held an 
NDEA Title VI Fellowship. 
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1. ~c rule 
Velar stops are replaced by dental a.rfricates before front vovels: 

{:} + f:J / 
sa.ku '1 say', sacisu 'I will say' 
ruaka 'hand', ruaciua 1hand 1 diminutive 

2. i{J rule 
The rule defines a.lternations of long vo~els with sequences of  

vowel plus z. or J_:  

{:} + Vf:} / 
aut t to 8011 1 • suvu I I so-wed 1 

lrt 11to rein' • lij a I i t ra.ined 1 

3. n/1 rule  
The sequence vovel plus n becomes the sequence vo11el plus i or u:  

i I Front vowel Gn + 

u I Back vovel t: 
The rule accounts for two types of alternations. First, a long vo11el 
can alternate with a vovel + n sequence, as in dzinu 1 I drove', and 
dzit 'to dr1ve 1 , Secondl.y, the rule provides s~f the inputs to 
themetathesis rule, thereby accounting for alternations of the form 
~ru.a.~ 'I kno',1' hov', pratu 'I knev hov'. In the second case, the -n 
never appears on the surface, 

4. E./e rule 

Eis raised to~ before.!. or 1, any number of vowels in a vord 
~ill be raised as long as there is no intervening back vovel. 

E + e / _ i, J 

£c£tu 'I vould harrov', ecesi 'you vill harrov' 

5, . Metathesis 
Except vhere specifically blocked, metathesis applies uncondi-

tione.lly, to all sequences or the appropriate shape. In spite ·of the 
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notation, there a.re only t~o possible outputs of the metathesis rule, 
represented as ie and ua in the tr~ditiona.l orthography. The second 
element of thes;-diphthongs is a mid or low central vowel of rather 
obscure qu~lity: CaJ. C~J·or even CaJ, 

skrien 1he runs', skreja 'he ran' 
duad. 'he gives•. deva 1he gave' 

·6. Ablaut 
f alternates with!. in non-present tense f'ol'ms: 

~ i _f~~l},e ~ L: in non-present tense forms 

7. Vovel truncation 

V .., ¢ I 

Vovel truncation is quite well motivated, although the details of the 
rule depend on aaswnptions about the underlying representations more 
than in the case of most rules. 'L'.he need tor a truncation rule, however, 
is sho,m by many alternationa: for example, ·~ 1 I grow' vs. audz 
'you grov', from /aug + i/. 

8, _1:>yncope 
The syncope rule converts a sequence of tvo identical vo~els to 

a. long vowel. 

V + V + V 

lioth the n/i rule and the 1/j rule indicate that it is advantageous to 
treat surface long vowels a.Ba sequence of identical short vowels. But 
this treatment requires the syncope rule to convert the vovel sequence 
to a long vovel. 

9. Vowel. lengthenip5 
Under rather complicated conditions, the stem of yerbs is lengthened, 
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r 
1 

in the past-tense forms ofm- verbs vith a palatal present-
u tense infix 
i 

nV ~ V I 

celu 'I lift', celu 'I lifted'  
ks.tlju 'I kill.1 ks.vu 'I killed 1 1 

The remainder of the rules a.re termed 'lower level' phonolo~ical 
rules by lia.lle and Zeps, but they do not specify the criteria. for this 
distinction. 

10. Soira.ntiza.tion

[:} ~ f:} / 
metu 'I threv'. mest 'to throw' 1 f'rom /met + t/ 

11. Dental mutation 

+ 

n,, , 
I J 

laciS Tbear' nom. Sing., laca 'bearl gen. sing,, from /lac+ ja./ 
{cf. gitlbis 'swan' nom. sing., gulbja gen. sing.) 

12. j loss 

consonant 

13, Voicing as!,imilation 
All obatruent clusters are either voiceless or voiced, depending 

on the voicing of the laat element. 

+ob~truen~ 
[+obstruentJ .... [avoiceJ / [ 

ovo1.ce J 
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The following are some sample derivations of Latvian verbs. In 
the underlying representation, the verb is composed of a verb stem, an 
optional tense marker, e.nd a. person ending. Many verbs have speciaJ. 
tense infixes as well. For example, the -tt- in klist is the underlying 
representation of the traditional-.§!.- present-tense infix of Baltic 
verbs, 

lank+ a.u 
lJBik + a.u 
lJ;ek + ua 
liaku 
lieku 1I put 1 

J.a!nk 	+ al + i 
J.mnc 	 +ai + i 
J.aic 	+e + 1 
lime 	+ i + iB 

lime 

liec 'you put• 
kliid + tt + e. 
kliid + tt 
k1Id 	+ tt 
kliz 	+ st 
klist 

kl!st 'he strQY's 1 

n/i rule 
metathesis 
vowel truncation 
in the orthography 

k/c l"Ule 
n/i rule 
l!letathes :I. s 
vowel truncation (morpheme bounde..ries are 

inserted to enable the rule to apply t~ice) 
in the orthography 

vowel truncation 
syncope 
spire.ntize.tion 
voicing assimilation (e.nd contraction of 

identical spira.nts) 

Lithuanian Counternarts of Latvian Rules 

Before discussing the Lithuanian counterparts of the Latvian rules, 
it is necesserf to say a few wards about the underlying representations 
that have been selected for Lithuanian. In general, tbe representations 
of verb stems vill be selected to be as close as possible to the Ls.tvie.n 
repres.enta.tions, whenever a particular verb has a cognate in Latvian. 
Long vovels will be a.ne.l.yzed as a sequence of t.ro short vo~els, even 
though this analysis may complicate accent assignment; Lithuanian accent 
rules will be ignored. · 

The present tense person endings have been selected on the basis 
of the person endings that appear vith the reflexive verbst vhere the 
endings a.re protected by a consonant from vowel truncation. There a.re 
tvo sets of pa.st tense person endings. Though these endings are apparently 
predictable, at lee.st in pa.rt, in this pa~er verbs will simply be 
considered to be marked C+ -aa pnstJ and C+ -£E,pastJ 6lld be assigned 
the appropriate person endings on this basis. As in Latvian, ~any- verbs 
have special. tense infixes. 

Of the Latvian rules diaeuased, at least seven also appear in 
Litbuani&n. 

l. 	 iLJ rule 
The i7J rule is identice.l in Lithuanian and Latvian. For example, 
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the rule is needed in the derivation of the verb ziiti 'perish'. ·.nth•c:: .,,,_":J --the preser.t tense zusta and the past tense zuvo. The stem ca.n be 
represented as /zuu:J";the infinitive is formed from /zuu+ ti/. The ... a/ ..,::present tense forms take the -il- infix:/zuu + tt + + ~- In the 
oast tense forms, the second vovel of the stem trecedes another vowel, 
;o the i/J rule applies: ~uu + aFi-+ zuvaa., and z~vo by a. later rule. 
3i~ilarly, &,ll_ 1heal' has the present tense fol"D!ed with a palatal 
inf!x:/gii + i +al~~. in the past tense, the second stem vowel 
directly precedes e..'lother vo•,i-el. so the i/ j rule applies: /gii + a.a. j+ 
gljo. 

As in Latvian, Y. and .J.. ca.n be regarded as realizations of under-
lying .);!_ and .!_; for example, ,·erbs_ like dv!!sti (dv~s ia, dvi!s!i!;) 'die' 
can be entered in the lexicon as/!lues + ti/;the 1/.J rule vill produce the 
correct output. 

The LithuWlie.n rule can be formulated to be exactly like the 
Latvian rule: 

I V 

T"nere are some exceptions to the i/j rule. First, there is the 
general constraint, sho.red b'J Latvian, that the first vowel in a 
sequence of identical vovels is exempt from the i/j rule. Secondly, a 
few verbs behave anom.a.loualy with respect to the rule; for example, 
~ 1 chaae 1 keeps both vovels in the infinitive, instead of havin~ 
the form predicted by the i/J rule:*~· However, since the 
exceptions appear to be fe-..·, they can dmply be marked [-i/.1 ruleJ. 

Palat~ized and non-palatalized (hard) consonants ce.n contrast 
only before back vo~els; othenrlse, consonants are alveys palatalized 
before front vovels and hard otherwise, In the traditional orthography, 
palatalization before back vowels is represented by -i-; this device 
can b~ employed in the underlying representations as veil. For example 
[k'au!asJ 'skull' ~ould have sn underlying rep::c.esentation something like 
/kiaus + as/, T'ne i/J ruJ.e would produce h.Jaus + aef; consonants preceding 
J_ or front vmrels become palatalized, and the .J. can be dropped. Thus. 
there is no difficulty with -i- as a. marker of palatalization. This, 
of course, simplifies the description of the language, since palatali-
zation can be predicted entirely by rule. 

2. i/n rule 
The 1/n rule has no direct counterpart in Lithuanian, but there 

are alternations of long vovels with vovel-nasal sequences. For example. 
z!sti, ztnda, zindo 'auck 1 and brEsti, bresta, brendo 1mature•. Under 
rather COm!lleXconditions, the nasal Of the underlying VOVel-nasa.l 
sequence vocalizes, creating a. sequence of nasalized vovels. Sub.se-
quently. all vovels become de-nasalized. Heeachen discusses these 
alternations, giving the required rule in a form essentially similar to 
the folloving: 
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I _ \s, s, zz 
V 	 V ) n ... V ) V 

1 1 1 l 1 le, m, r 

3. Metathesis 
The metathesis rule follows the i/j rule, and is e.lso required 

in Lithuanian phonology. In Latvian, the metathesis rule applies 
to a great many verbs; in Lithuanian, however, metathesis is a. 
rather minor rule, It can be motivnted only for a~ and~. not, as 
far as I ca.n tell, for any of the other sequences vhich a.re a.lso 
subject to metathesis in Latvian. The verb duoti 'to give' renuires 
both metathesis and the i/j :rule in its derivation: .Aau + ti/b~comes 
~ and kau + d + r1 become. duoda by meta.thesis; pau + r:e:/becomes 
d[ve by the i/j rule. 

Some verb stems ending in obstruents have to be entered in the 
pre-metathesis forrn·to prevent the i/j rule from applying; for example, 
liiloti 'to ox.-der 1 would" have the underlying representation /leip-/. Thus, 
the envirorunent for the i/j rule ~ould not be supplied, and metathesis 
vould provide the correct form. 

A very large number of verbs, however, are exceptions to metathesis, 
e.g, klausti 1 88kt, geisti 'desire', keikti 1 CUTSe 1 , ~._rauti 'heap Up 1 I 
leisti 'let', etc. Therefore, it may be more economical to ma.rk verb 
stema to undergo cetathesis and to consider the exceptions as normal, 
rather than to specify the exceptions to metathesis. The metathesis 
rule would still apply to person endin~s, hovever. The unmarked state 
vould be for metathesis to apply to person endings and not to apply to 
verb stems. 

4, Abla.ut tllld Vovel lengthening_ 
Since ablnut and vo....el lengthening are both raorphologica.lly 

conditioned rules, the tvo rules will be discussed together. Lithuanian 
has an ablaut rule very similar to the Latvian tule: 

C + i 	 in non-~rescnt tense forr.is 
I -D 

For example, pirkti, perka, pirko 1buy'. 

There a.re at least two rules lengt.hening vowels, The rule found 
in Latv.ian, lengthening vowels in the past tense, also operates in 
Lithuanian, as exemplifi~d by verbs like:~,~ 'tree.dt; n1nti, 
.EX!!!:_ 'wreathe' ; durti, du.re 'stab' ; 5£U!llti, ~ 'combat 1 • 

When the stem vowel -a- is lengthened in the past tense, it is 
subaequently raised to -o-=:-s.nd, similarly, when-~- is lengthened, it 
is raised to -e-4 For e:tcample, ka.rti, kore 'hang'; nlauti, plovc 
·~ash'; kelti, kele 'lift'. 

The vovel lengthening rule ca.n be formulated to be very JnUch 
like the Latvian rule: 

http:o-=:-s.nd
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fr, l 
V + V I m, n when the verb takes [+-EE pastJ 

J, 'I tense 

All of the ,erbs showing lengthening in the pn~t tense take the[-££] 
pa.st tense, ...-1th the exception of eiti (e!na, e,Jo) 1 go 1 • It vould not 
be surprising, hovever, if this verb were irregular, specially marked 
to undergo the lengthening rule. The rule must also be prevented fro~ 
npplying to verbs like aUti 'to put on shoes' with the past tense form 
~Ve instead of ~0~!_, as predicted by the lengthening rule. 

Many verbs which shov lengthening in the past tense forms also have 
a nasal present-tense infix, rather than the palatal infix which appears 
in Le.tvian t ~ • g, griauti > i$ri~un~, grieve I thunder I ; ra.uti 1 rauna > rove) 
'tear out I; sa.uti. sauna, sove I shoot I. But this is not ti-ue of all 
verbs showing lengthening in the past tense. 

Vowel lengthening takes place in the present tense, rather than in 
the pa.st, in another set of verbs. All these VE!rbs have -i- or~ as 
the stem vovel, and all take theC-aaJpast tense endings. For example, 
dilti, dS,la., dtlo 1vear a•,rn.y 1 ; dusti, dusta., du.so 1 suffoca.te 1 • 

Appairently, present teEee lengthening does not ta..<e place before resonants: 
kriHtn 'he falls', mirsta 1he dies'. 

The ruJ.e can be for~ulated as follovs: 

V + [+longJ / ~bstruent 
(+high] 
in the present tense, when the verb is marked 

[+ -aaJ past tense 

Finally, there is a class of veros vith lon~ stem vovels that 
lo;er the stem vov;l in the present tense: d~ti,-~, d~jo 1 put 1 ; 

dvesti, dv~sia, dvese 1die 1 • I can not formulate the rule for vowel 
lovering, hovever, because I can not specify the conditions under which 
the change takes place; some verb stems of essentially identical phono-
logical shape and morphologic§]. ccmpo,ition t9 those listed above do 
not undergo the rule, e.g. grebti, grebia, f!i!ebe 1 rake 1 • 

5. Vowel truncation 
The vovel truncation rule is difficult to evalunte because, more 

than other rules, its formulation depends on other components of the 
analysis. Hovever, the moat economical description seems to call for 
vowel truncation in Lithuanian, In Latvian, of course, vovel 
truncation is very v1de-spread; in fact, loss of vowels in final 
syllables is one of the major traditionally-cited Latvian innovations. 

Vowel truncation in Lithuanian can be motivated if the person 
endings that shov up in the reflexive, where they are protected by a 
consonant, are considered to appear in the active as well. For example, 

lenki + au  
lenkj + au i/J rule  
lenkj + ue. meta.thesis  
lenkJ + u vovel truncation  

http:suffoca.te
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1''ine.lly 1 the result is lenkiu [ie')k,uJ 'I bend' 

In the reflexive paradigm, the person endings a.re protected, and the 
reflexive form. shovs the full person ending: lenkiuosi 'Ibo~ (I bend 
m_yself) 1 • 

Heeschen formulates the rule quite simply: 

V .., I (s}# 

However, he has to exclude the rule from several morphological environ-
ments, including the reflexive i:i.a.rker -si, and to ~ostulate extra 
vowels to protect some endings, Therefore., Lithuanian vowel truncation 
is not nearly as simple as the rule implies. 

Three of the 'lo..,er level' Latvian phonological rules are shared 
by Lithuanian: spirantization, voicing assimilation, and dental 
mutation. 

6. Snirwitization 
Lithuanian has a spira.ntization rule which is identical to the 

Latvian. For example, /met + ti/ results in mesti 1 to thrO'W''. 

7. Voicing assimilation 
Similarly, Latvian and Lithuanian share a voicing assimilation 

rule, assimilating all obstruents in a cluster to the voicing of the 
last member of the cluster. For e:x:ample, begti 'to run 1 is phonetically 
Cce:kt!J. 

8. Dental mutation 
The Latvian dental mutation rule has a very limited counterpart 

in Lithuanian: 

For exSlllple skaiciaU 'I read' and skaitei 'you read' 

Lithuanian 'Lover Level' Rules 

The verb s:r.stem of Li_thuanian requires a number of I lov level 1 

phonological processes that do not operate in Latvian. 

l, Obatruent metathesis 
There is an obstruent metathesis tule, exemplified by verbs like 

bl~kati, bl!skia. bl~ske 'hit'; and dreksti, dr!skia, driski 1scratch 1 , 

Apparently, stem-final spiranta and velar stops metathesize, That this 
metathesis takes place only before consonants is indicated by the follovin; 
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t~o verbs: bl3ksti 1to hi~' ~d blyksti 'to turn pale'. ~The present 
tense for~ of bl~ksti is pliiskia; it is derived from;bleski_+ a/without 
undergo~ng obstruent metathesis. The present tens; of ~12ksti, hovever, 
is olyksta; the underlying representation ie/oliisk + tt + a/. Because 
the obstruent cluster precedes the -st- infix, the cluster is subject 
to meta.thesis, In the past tense, the cluster appears before a vo;.el, 
and so e.ppea.rs in the pre-metathesis form: blYsko. The rule may be 
formulated as follows: 

velar stop + spira.nt + spirant + stop / + C 

2. Nasal metathesis 
Seemingly related to obstruent metathesis is metathesis of the 

nasal 'infix' with the la.st element of the stem when the stem ends in 
an obstruent. This is exemplified by verbs like the follovin~: kr1sti, 
kriflte., .krlto 'fall'; (pa-) t3:kti, tii'!ka, tlko, 'like'; klu:uti, klumpa, 
klano 'triu 1 • The simplest vay to handle this nhenomenon is to asswne 
~the n~sal infix is added to the stem, metathesizes vhen it follovs 
an obstruent, a.nd then assimilates to the position of articulation of 
the following obstruent, A sample derivation would be the follov1n~: 

klup + N + a.  
kluNpa nasal metathesis  
klmipa assimilation  
klumJ)e 'he trips'  

If the nasal infix is not followed by an obstruent, i.e. in a present 
tense form like plauna 'he va.shes', the nasal infix is realized as -n-. 

The folloving rules are required: 

Obst,+ N -+ N + Obst. I + 

n / - :t, d  
N + m I _ p. b  

I) I - g, k 

.N + n 

3. Vovel raisi:!5. 
Aa mentioned before, non-nasal -aa- beco~es long o and-£€-

become~ long i· The syncope rule, vh~ is also req~ired inLithuanian. 
and vovel de-nasalization, both 1 clee.n-up' rules, would be ordered 
after vovel raising. 

4. Palatalization 
There is very vide-spread palatalization of consonants in 

Lithuanian; any consonant becomes palatalized in the appropriate 
enviroru:ient, even non-native consonants in borroved vorda, For example. 
filologa.s 'philologist' lµld rlzika 'physics' both have palatalized!..· 
.The rule for palatalir.a.tion is: 

C C' I 

http:spira.nt
http:e.ppea.rs
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5. 	 SEira.nt assimilation 
Dental spirants become p!l.J.a.ta.l spirants before palatal affricates: 

I [:.]r:1+ eJ 
, 

This is clearly indicated by a form like oescias 'on foot' which is 
phonetically Cpes>c>asJ. 

6. Final devoicin5 
Consonants are devoiced and de-palatalized in word-fina.l position: 

C -+ [-voice J I -.II 
-sharp 

Conclusion 

As is clear from the discussion o~ individual rules, there are 
three possible relations betveen the rules in the two languages: the 
rules are identica.l in the tvo languages, a. rule ha.a no aounterps.:rt 
in the other 1anguage, or a. rule .has changed in some ~e;y. 

Four rules appear to be identical in the tvo languages: the 
i/J rule. vovel lengthening in the past tense, spira.ntization, and 
voicing assimilation. The i/J rule and vovel lengthening are best 
considered to be inherited rules, operating at a high level in the 
phonology-. Spiraotization a.nd voicing assimilation, however, a.re 
both lmr level phonological rules; voicing assimilation is preceded by 
several other innovative lov leyel rules in Lithuanian, e.g. fina.1 
devoicing precedes voicing assimilation. 

It is te.1:1pting to speculate that the status or the tvo sets of 
rules is not the same. Though the cl.aim can not be substantiated here, 
it may be that a certain set of rules should be vieved as defining 
constraints on the shape of the phonological output, rather than 
defining phonological alternations. The spirantization and voicing 
asaimilation rules appear to be or tbis 'lower level' type. 

There a.re five rules that appear in both ls.nguages but not in 
exactly the same form. T"nese are the n/i rule, ablaut, metathesis, 
vovel truncation, and dental mutation. Only dental mutation is a 
'lower level' rule; the other four rules a.re higher-level phonological 
rules. In all cases, the Latvian rules appear to be simpler, in one 
vay or another, than the Lithuanian rules. 

Assuming tbat the Lstvia.n n/i rule is an extension of the 
Lithuaniwi rul.e defining long-vowel, vovel-nasa.1 alternations, the 
La.tvian rul.e bas been simpli£1ed in tvo vays. In Lithuanian, the 
vocalized nasal. must match the preceding vovel in all reatures; in 
Latvian, the vocalized nasal is alvays a high vowel, matching only in 

http:SEira.nt
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the front-back dimension.; Secondly, the Latv:i,.a..n rule specifies a  
simpler envir.cminent' before any consonant' rather than the rather  
complicated set of consonants required for the Lithuanian rule.  

· As is clea.r from the preceding discussion of metathesis, the  
rule not only applies to more sequences of vovels but also to more.  
stems in Latvian than in Lit~us.nian. Latvian, therefore, has  
generalized the ~pplicability of the rule.  

If aplaut and other morphologically conditioned alternations· 
are consi,dered together, then it is quite clear that the. Lithuanian 
system is more complex. It includes not only the two rules that 
appear in Latvian but also several others: it involves more different 
kinds of s.lternations a.nd'more complic~ted rules to define them. 

Yovel ·truncation if! much more restric~ed in Lithuanian the.n in  
Latvian. As has been mentioned previously, virtually all vovels in  
final syllables have, disappeared in Latvian. but this is by no means  
the case in Lithuanian. Apparently, Latvian has extended the  
applicability o~ the :rule.  

Finally, the denta.l mutation rule, assuming that it is basically  
the same rule in the tvo languages, s.pplies to allllost the whole class  
in Latvian but to only tvo members of the class in Lithuanie.n.  

Some rules appear in only the one or the other languages. The  
various morpho~ogically-conditioned lengthening rules of Lithuanian  
have already been mentioned; these rules are historical retentions in  
Lithuanian which are.los~ in Latvian. The status of the tvo  
Lithuanian consonant metathesis rule~ is not clear; vith the data  
presently at my disposal, I could not determine vhethe~ the rules are  
inno~ations o~ retentions in Lithuanian. Palatalization and final  
devoicing are both clearly Lithus.nia.n innovations, probably additions  
to the set of 'outnut condition' rules.  

Latvian seems· to have innovated tvo rules: the k/c rule and the 
c/e rule. These innovations a.re problematic, however, in that both 
these rules appear at a rather eariy stage of the phonology. The k/c 
rule and the c/e rule must•precede both vowel truncation and metathesis. 
For example, the environment required for the k/c rule may be deleted 
by vowel tr'l.!,n,ca.tion: audz 'you grov' 1 from /aug + e + i/, vs. !aYi the 
grows' , from / aug + a/. Secondly, a. i'orm like vilki 'wolves' , from 
/vilk + ai/, indicates that the k/e rule precedesiiietathesis, since 
the k/c rule is inapplicable wen !t precedes a front vowel because of 
metathesis. That the £/e rule precedes vovel truncation is elear in 
the derivation of meat CmestJ 1to throv•, from /m£t + ti/; forms that do 
not ha,re a high vowel in the inriectional suffixes keep f_: ~ 
CmctuJ 1I throv 1 end met CmetJ 1he throvs'. 

It is not clear exactly how the tvo rules ca.me to be ordered early 
in the gra..mmar. Recently there has Peen considerable discussion about 
rule insertion~ swmnarized in ~1ng (1970). King aoncludes that rule 
tneertion--the addition of,a rule vhich must be ordered before a 
phonological rule present in an earlier stage of the grs.mmar--is a 
possible type of linguistic change, but that there are very fev ~ood 
exa:ihpies of it. At first glance, the Latvian k/c and £/e rules look 
like examples of rule insertion; hovever, the rules may e.lso appear in 
their present order because of rule reordering, The tYO rules are 
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crucially ordered only with respect to vovel truncation n.nd netathesis, 
both ~ules that have been greatly generalized in Latvian. It is 
possible that the k/c and &/e rules appear ee..rly in the grrunma.r because 
of reordering from 1bleed1ng 1 to 'feeding' order. In an earlier sta~e 
of Latvian, the rules would applyin the following order: metathesis, 
vowel truncation, k/c rule and ~/e rule, As vovel trWlcation became 
generalized, more and more environments for the k/c rule and &/e rule 
vere eliminated by the deletion of final vove1s; the rules·nov 
operated in 'bleeding' order. At this point, the rules were reordered 
to 'feeding' order. To determine which process, r.ule insertion .or 
reordering, is responsible for the µreaent rule order in Latvian, more 
evidence is neceasarJ than is available to me at the moment. 

The relationship of the rules in the tvo languages can be summarized 
in the following way. Latvian ha.a simplified rul,9s , generalized their 
application, and added two high-level rules; Lith,ia.nie.n has retained 
complex rules vhich apply under complicated circumstances, a.nd added 
lov-level rules. 

The judgment that Latvian is innovating and Lithuania::1 conserva-
tive is interesting in this context. Lithuanian preserves complex 
alternations hut rather freely changes their phonetic realization; 
LatVian changes the phonetic realization much less, but los'es complex 
11.lternations. The observation is slightly trivial but still vorth 
making: a conservative vs. an innovating phonology is not defined in 
terms of surface phonetic realization. 

Obviously 1 the rules discussed in this paper represent only a 
small fragment of Lithuanian and Latvian phonology. It seems, 
however, tha.t a comparison of the phonological systems of the tvo 
la.nguages can provide very interesting material for a. study o~ language 
change. 
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